We investigate modal algebras that arise by adding operations of domain and antidomain to semirings and Kleene algebras. Let (S, +, ·, 0, 1) be a noncommutative and additively idempotent semiring with natural order defined as x ≤ y ⇔ x + y = x. Such semirings have many computational models, e.g., binary relations under union and relative product, languages, paths in graphs or program traces under union and complex product, actions of a (labelled transition) system under nondeterministic choice and sequential composition. In all these models, a notion of domain can be axiomatised. It charaterises, e.g., those states that a binary relation links to any other state, the starting states in a set of paths or traces, the states from which some action of a system is enabled. We provide a more abstract characterisation in the setting of semirings.
Domain semirings are automatically idempotent. This justifies the inequality signs in the axioms. The elements of d(S) are called domain elements. The domain axioms hold on all models discussed; their irredundancy can easily be verified with automated tools [8] . A notion of codomain is dual with respect to semiring opposition. It can be obtained from the domain axioms by swapping the order of multiplication. Many natural laws follow from the axioms, e.g., domain is isotone and domain elements are least left invariants, i.e., x = px ⇔ d(x) ≤ p holds for all x ∈ S and p ∈ d(S), hence d(x) = inf(p ∈ d(S) : x = px). This seems to be a central property: multiplying an element at the left by its domain element has no effect, and the domain element is the least element with that property.
Some semirings cannot be extended to domain semirings: The three-element idempotent semiring with addition and multiplication defined by 0 < 2 < 1 and 2 · 2 = 0 is the minimal counterexample.
The domain semiring axioms are internal because they impose an algebraic structure on the abstract state space d(S). Proposition 1. The domain elements are the fixpoints of the domain operation.
The condition x ∈ d(S) ⇔ d(x) = x is very helpful for analysing d(S). We therefore call d(S) the domain algebra of S. It can be shown that domain algebras need not be unique, that different domain algebras need not include each other and that domain algebras need not be Boolean. Domain algebras can further be characterised as follows. In relation, path and trace semirings, where the elements below 1 form a Boolean algebra, the domain algebra is therefore fixed. By duality, these results immediately translate to codomain semirings. But domain and codomain algebras need not coincide (there is a three-element conterexample).
To enforce Boolean domain algebras, we could add an operation of antidomain to the domain semiring. The axioms d(x) + a(x) = 1 and d(x)a(x) = 0 then enforce that domain and antidomain elements are complemented and that domain and antidomain algebras coincide. Intuitively, a(x) models all those elements that are not in the domain of x. But much simpler axioms can be derived from the observation that d(x) should be equal to a 2 (x). A Boolean domain semiring is a semiring extended by an antidomain operation a : S → S which, for all x, y ∈ S, satisfies the axioms
Boolean domain semirings are again automatically idempotent, and, by setting d(x) = a 2 (x), it can be shown that all antidomain element are domain elements and that d(x)a(x) = 0. Moreover, a(x) is the greatest semiring element p below 1 that satisfies px = 0, i.e., a(x) = sup(p ≤ 1 : px = 0). The fixpoint lemma now implies the following fact. . This models the image of p under x. The maps |x and x| are strict and additive. Domain semirings and Boolean domain semirings therefore give rise to distributive lattices and Boolean algebras with operators [5, 4] . In this sense, |x and x| are forward and backward diamond operators.
The domain operation can also be used for defining n-ary operators over distributive lattices and Boolean algebras as |g i (p 0 , . . . , p n ) = d(g i (p 0 , . . . , p n−1 )p n and for constructing modal algebras in a rather general way.
Proposition 6. For every distributive lattice (Boolean algebra) with operators (L, (f i ) i∈I ) there is a (Boolean) domain semiring S such that L = d(S).
For domain and codomain semirings, the forward and backward operators are conjugate maps on a distributive lattice. In the Boolean setting, they are adjoints of a Galois connection. Domain semirings therefore generalise also von Karger's Galois algebras [9] . Domain semirings are related to module-like structures and dynamic logics for programs. A semiring module [3] is a structure (S, L, :), such that S is an idempotent semiring, L is a semilattice (with least upper bound operation + and least element 0) and the scalar product : of type S × L → L satisfies, for all x, y ∈ S and p, q ∈ L, the axioms
Proposition 7. Let S be a domain semiring. Then (S, d(S), (λx, p.|x p)) is a semiring module.
Idempotent semirings can be extended to Kleene algebras [6] by axiomatising a Kleene star (finite iteration) as a least fixpoint within first-order equational logic. A Kleene module [7] is a semiring module (K, L, :) over a Kleene algebra K that satisfies, for all x ∈ K and p, q ∈ L, the induction axiom
An analogue holds in domain Kleene algebras. In Boolean variants it is equivalent to (an algebraisation of) Segerberg's induction axiom for propositional dynamic logic. In this sense, domain Kleene algebras induce propositional dynamic logics defined over distributive lattices or Boolean algebras of propositions. Algebras that correspond to temporal logics can also be defined in this setting. The approach presented admits variations. First, by varying the domain axioms, other domain algebras can be obtained. The Galois connection pq ≤ r ⇔ p ≤ q → r where p, q, r ∈ d(S), and the closure condition d(p → q) = p → q, for instance, induces domain algebras that are Heyting algebras, hence Heyting algebras with operators, and intuitionistic algebraic variants of dynamics and temporal logics.
Second, the semiring structure can be weakened to a family of near-semirings and meaningful domain operations with different domain algebras can be defined in this setting, too. The resulting structures have applications in computing, e.g., program refinement, probabilistic protocol verification, process algebra, and in game theory. However, the correspondence between domain operators and modal operators is less direct in this setting [1] .
The equational theory of domain semirings is also nicely behaved, making an explicit construction of free domain semirings possible. In the one-generated case it can be proved that the elements can be represented uniquely by finite antichains in the poset of finite strictly decreasing sequences of nonnegative integers. In the n-generated case we can obtain term normal forms in which all domain terms are in one-one correspondence to certain reduced labelled trees. Equivalence of such trees can be checked by bisimulation. These results form the basis for decision procedures. Finally, it can be shown that free domain semirings can be represented by sets of binary relations with union, composition and relational domain as operations.
Most of the results in this paper, in particular the development of the axiomatisations, have been achieved in a game of conjectures and refutations with automated theorem provers and counterexample generators [8] . This new style of mathematics allowed us to drastically speed-up our analysis and focus on concepts; we expect it to be equally helpful for similar tasks. More information can be found in a predecessor paper [2] .
Future work on domain semirings might include deeper investigations of the spectrum of modal algebras that arise in this setting, in particular representation theorems and decision procedures, the obvious links with coalgebras, and applications in systems verification based on automated theorem proving.
